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Topic 1: The Evolution and Role of Information Systems
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Learning outcome: CLO1: Understanding the changing nature of information and data 

management systems.

Aspects to be covered:

• Define basic MIS terms.

• Analyzing how businesses have been influenced by changes in technology.

• Discuss the approach to understand MIS employed in this course. 

Overview and Learning outcomes



Topics to be covered

Defining management information systems in a global environment

The importance of business information systems in the business environment

Digital transformation and its effects in business - can information systems 
bring competitive advantage?

The sociotechnical context of technology



1. Defining management information systems in a global environment

Data: Raw facts, with or without any 
meaning but needing additional 
processes for business value to be 
created.

Information: Transformed data, 
processed to give value to a business.

System: consists of different elements 
or components gathered to attain a 
common goal. 

Management information systems: 
Elements that gather (collect), process, 
store, and disseminate information to 
assist in carrying out the management 
functions in a business. 
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Traditional components of a computer system

Input: accepting raw data inside the organization or from outside the business (e.g. 

customers, suppliers, tax authorities).

Processing: the transformation of the raw data through conducting procedures such as 

mathematical operations and keeping it at a particular location for safekeeping or central 

access.

Output: derived information in a desired form for those that need it.

Feedback: data that helps businesses evaluate or modify the input stage. This kind of 

data or information pertains to a given response or reaction to the output
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Organisations

• Information systems exist within organisations. 

• Elements of an organization are defined by its people, structure, culture and internal 

power and political distributions

Management

• identify a context, problems and solve them in line with achieving the business goals

• action plan allocating different competing resources to the right location at the right 

time

MIS components
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Technology

• tools managers employ to adapt to change

• Hardware

• Software

• Data management technology

• Networking and telecommunications technology

MIS components
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• business must ensure it obtains value from an IS investment

• value is created to the firm’s stakeholders through the exploitation of complementary 

assets which enable the business to attain the maximum returns possible on the IS 

investments. 

Complementary assets:

• new business models, the appropriate organizational culture, talent development 

• Organisational assets

• Managerial assets

• Social assets

2. Business information systems & business environment



3. Digital transformation and its effects in business - can information 
systems bring competitive advantage?

• In a world in which large scale testing is possible, how will business functions 

and activities evolve? 

• Could a company’s access, capacity to examine large amounts of data at its 

disposal result in value creating possibilities to improve processes, its offerings 

and retain value than a brand? 

• how much value, globally or otherwise are the digital businesses contributing 

across sectors? – the effects of the transformations



Examples of effects of the changes
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•Cloud computing, big data, Internet of Things

•Mobile digital platform

•AI and machine learning

I T Innovations 

•Online streaming music and video

•On-demand e-commerce services 

New Business Models 



Changes in the environment

Firms and Organizations Change

• More collaborative, less emphasis on hierarchy and structure

• Greater emphasis on competencies and skills

• Higher-speed/more accurate decision making based on data and analysis

• More willingness to interact with consumers (social media)

• Better understanding of the importance of I T

12
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Internet and global communications have greatly changed how and where 

business is done 

Drastic reduction of costs of operating and transacting on global scale

Competition for jobs, markets, resources, ideas

Growing interdependence of global economies 

Globalization Challenges and Opportunities: A Flattened World



The Emerging Digital Firm
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• Significant business relationships are digitally enabled and mediated

• Core business processes are accomplished through digital networks

• Key corporate assets are managed digitally

In a fully digital firm:

• Time shifting, space shifting

Digital firms offer greater flexibility in organization and management



Strategic Business Objectives in the digital firm

Growing interdependence between:

Ability to use information technology

Ability to implement corporate strategies and achieve corporate goals
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• Information systems and technologies enable firms to create new products, services, 

and business models

• Business model: how a company produces, delivers, and sells its products and services

Example: Apple

Transformed old model of music distribution with iTunes

Constant innovations—iPod, iPhone, iPad, etc.

New Products, Services, and Business Models



Customer and Supplier Intimacy
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• Example: Mandarin Oriental Hotel

• Uses I T to foster an intimate relationship with its customers, keeping track of preferences, etc.

Customers who are served well become repeat customers who purchase more

• Examples: Mandarin Oriental Hotel and J C Penney (in text)

• J C Penney uses I T to enhance relationship with supplier in Hong Kong

Close relationships with suppliers result in lower costs
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Alternative approaches of understanding technology:

• The technical approach

• The behavioural approach

• The sociotechnical approach

• Management Information System consolidates technical approach and the applied or 

practical orientation of advancing system solutions to real-world challenges. 

• includes solutions development part, the utilisation and consequences of information 

systems which are discusses in the behavioural approach

4. The sociotechnical context of technology


